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Welcome to 

AdvancedRx. 

Family! 
AdvancedRx started with a vision of being a results-driven pharmacy 

solution provider, and today it has grown itself in every vertical and 

serves a wide variety of organizations across countless industries and 

amazing clients. We are one of the leading software vendors for retail 

and long term care pharmacies delivering best-in-class technology 

solutions. We strive to innovate in order to meet the customer 

requirements and challenges of the market. Our creative strategies and 

client-centric approaches help our user to grow their businesses and stay 

ahead of the competition. We utilize latest technology and proven 

techniques to engineer apt e-tools for your business. These tools not only 

ease your management, but also create an entirely new identity of your 

brand among your targets. 
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Content. 

Our Products: 

 AdvancedRx (RX Processing Software) 

 AdvancedPOS (Point of Sale Software) 

 Smart Fax (Windows Fax Application) 

 Smart Delivery (Delivery Application – Android) 

 Smart Access (Pharmacy Report – Web Application) 

 Smart Refill (Manage Refills – Web Application) 

 Smart Signature (Windows Application Integrates with Signature Device) 

 Central Store Management (Manage Data Across Multiple Stores) 

 AdvancedConnect (Prescription Delivery Portal for Prescribers) 

Additional Modules & Interfaces: 

 Inventory Management Module 

 Long Term Care Module 
 Electronic MAR (Powered By APD, Blue, Simple, Eldermark, Yardi, Sushoo) 

 Packaging System Interface (Powered By Dispill, Parata, MOT, Omnicell etc.) 

 Tele-Pharmacy Module 

 Adherence/Reporting Module 

 Charge Account Management Module 

 Statement & Document Processing (Powered By VFI Statements) 

 Reconciliation Module & Interface 

 Third Party Reconciliation (Powered By Rx-Net & FDSRX – Enliven Health) 

 Prior Authorization Interface (Powered By CoverMyMeds) 

Exclusive Third Party Add-ons: 

 Data Migration (Powered By 2Point & InfoWorks) 

 Smart Texting (Powered By Everyware.) 

 eFax (Powered By Concord Fax) 

 Meth-Check Module (Powered By Appriss Health) 

 PDMP Check (Powered By Bamboo Health) 

 Immunization Reporting (Powered By SMPRX – Tabula Rasa Group) 

 Med-Guides (Powered By CarePoint PDR) 
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 EPL Downloads & FSA/HRA Processing (Powered By Sig-is)  

 Dispense Data Reporting (OHM Data, Prescribe Wellness, GeriMed and much more) 

o Data Reporting to Prescribe Wellness  

o Data Reporting to Gerimed 

o Data Reporting to Atrium 

o Data Reporting to OHM Data 

o Data Reporting to Amplicare – Enliven Health 

 IVR – Interactive Voice Response (Powered By NexIPTEL) 

Shipping & Delivery: 

 Shipping (Powered By GoShippo) 

 Shipping (Powered By UPS) 

 Delivery (Powered By MedZoomer) 

Must Have, Important Services:  

 PDMP Reporting (Automatic) 

 EDI (Drug Vendor Invoice Import) 

 Drug Price Update (From Wholesaler) 

 Cloud Backup Service (Powered By AdvancedRx) 

 External Local Backup (Powered By AdvancedRx) 

 EPCS & ePrescription (Powered By SureScripts) 

 Online Prescriber Search (Powered By NPPES Registries) 

 Claim Transmission Service (Powered By Relay Health, Emdeon & Rx-Linc) 

 Pay By Text (Powered By Everyware) 

 Online Drug (AWP, NDC, ACQ) Search (Powered By Medispan) 

On-Demand Useful Integrations: 

 On Demand Prescription Kiosk by MedifriedRx 

 Order Management by Order Insite 

 eCare Plan 

 MTM Outcomes 

 ScriptPro  

 EZScriptRx 
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Our Products 

 

 
AdvancedRx: Your search for the best pharmacy management software ends here! 

AdvancedRx Pharmacy Software offers independent pharmacies a user-friendly, robust, and 

affordable pharmacy management system with AdvancedRx. AdvancedRx is a Windows-based 

pharmacy management system that will help you manage your pharmacy more effectively by 

simplifying tasks such as claims processing, inventory management, reporting, labelling, and 

much more. Processing a new prescription or refill is quick and easy with AdvancedRx. It also 

allows you to print a variety of reports, from a daily log to a highly customizable report 

created by the user.  

Additional features of the AdvancedRx system include:  

 E-Prescribing. (Including Control Rx’s - EPCS) 

 Fast and flexible searching for patients, prescribers, drugs, insurance plans, and other 

information. 

 Real-time claim adjudication. (Internet ~2 secs) 

 Split billing for patients with multiple insurance plans. 

 E1 Eligibility checks for Medicare Part D patients as well as commercial plans 

 Allergy and Drug Interaction warnings. 

 Paperless faxing for Refill Requests and Prior Authorizations.  

 Auto Refill plus Refill Reminder log. 

 Bar code scanning and printing. 

 Automatic weekly price updates. 

 Security—set access rights to prevent users from accessing certain parts of the system. 

 Highly customizable labels. 

AdvancedPOS: Fully compatible with Advanced Rx Processing Software, integrated point-of-

sale is more than just a cash register. A multi-lane, Advanced POS can help you gain better 

control of your entire store and improve your pharmacy’s front-end profits. The system helps 

boost profitability with improved inventory management features and electronic price updates 

keep item pricing current in your pharmacy business. Gain the ability to track sales trends and 

manage your own customer loyalty program. 
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 Credit/Debit Card Transactions. (Powered By Everyware & Above & Beyond) 

 FSA/HRA Transactions. (Powered By Above & Beyond & Sig-is) 

 Automatic EPL Download. (Powered By Sig-is) 

 Automatic Inventory Update for OTC. (Powered By The Wholesaler) 

 Customer Loyalty Program. (Powered By AdvancedRx & Cover My Meds) 

 Charge Account & Charge Account Group Payments. (Powered By AdvancedRx) 

 Profit & Loss Reports.  

 Attendance Management System & Reports. 

 Daily Batches (Open & Close) 

 RX Electronic Signature.  

Smart Fax: Smart fax software allows you to send and receive fax easily and seamlessly. It 

practically turns your computer into a fax machine a potentially big money and time saver. 

This is an advanced and relatively inexpensive piece of add-on software enabling your computer 

system to communicate with a fax machine. But, before you can start faxing, your computer 

needs to be properly equipped. Smart Fax lets you send and receive faxes over the Internet, from 

any device or system eliminating the troubles such as paper jams, busy signals or waiting by a 

fax machine. 

Smart Delivery: Our e-Delivery platform offers an easy and efficient way to display, manage 

and deliver prescriptions of your customers. It is a focused and secure delivery system that 

manages information, increases productivity and reduces operations cost. E-Delivery is an apt 

an electronic delivery setup for any Android based product enhancing the workflow of your 

pharmacy. With this electronic system, the outcome of your business maximizes whereas the 

time spent on managing documentation minimizes. 

Smart Access: This complete and intuitive pharmacy management system allowing retail 

pharmacies to stay connected as it enables them to access details of an Rx, prescription log 

reports, sales based reports and account billing from one central system via web or mobile 

phones. 

Smart Refill: This complete and intuitive pharmacy management system allowing retail 

patient to stay connected as it enables them to access details of an Rx, Refills Remaining, and 

other important details from one central system via web or mobile phones called Smart Refill. 

It allows a patient to request a refill, without facing the hassle of being in queue at a pharmacy, 

right from the comfort at home.  

Smart Signature: A perfect pharmacy software to get patient’s signature and maintain an 

electronic log of your customer’s data at the time of prescription pick-up. It eliminates the need 

of signature pad and manual paper storage and makes the check-out convenient. It is capable 

of operating independently and also as an add-on with POS system. It follows HIPAA compliance 
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regulations; therefore, it keeps all the data of patients confidential and away from access of 

other customers. 

Central Store Management: One of simplified innovative ways to share data among 

various connected chain stores. Collaborate on files from anywhere, access your files across 

devices and edit your important documents. This efficient system lets you safely manage and 

share your information across all channels. Using this smart pharmacy software solution, you 

can keep everyone up to date and working together as a team. Multi-Store Connect is a user-

friendly document management system providing reliable and secure way to share files and 

folders. It acts as a centralized repository, where you can upload and store all your documents 

and share them with multiple users within your chain network. 

AdvancedConnect: AdvancedConnect is an appendage of Healthlink Solutions LLC. Investing a 

decade of innovations, Healthlink Solutions is a Leading Healthcare Software Provider across the country. 

As they say “an idea, just need a planning”, two enthusiastic and preeminent Pharmacists by profession, 

started this venture to ease the access of Healthcare for every single American. This unbelievable decade 

of learning, research, development, designing, planning and implementation with an end result of 

enormous success starting from scratch, inspired us to join the pieces of Healthcare and make is available 

at a Patient’s doorstep. Healthlink Solutions recently introduced their first Masterpiece of Digital Health 

with the name of AdvancedConnect - Simplifying Healthcare powered by Healthlink Solutions integrating 

Pharmacies and Prescribers with a Pharmacy Network of its own kind, having 100+ Distribution Centers 

nationwide. At AdvancedConnect, engineers and innovators are continuously performing to give life to 

an idea. There is a lot more to introduce and much more to invent and produce, we are still testing and 

keep updating to avoid inaccuracy. To know more visit the link: https://tinyurl.com/democonnect 
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Additional Module & Interfaces 

 
 

Inventory Management Module: The Inventory Management Module allows you to 

keep track of your inventory and pricing automatically just by receiving the EDI files from your 

wholesaler. Simply visit the Invoice Update section and select the files you have received and 

cross check the quantity received as per your order (edit if required), select and update the file, 

no manual data entry is required, be it any wholesaler. Not just that, AdvancedRx gives you an 

eligibility to receive drug price update, full catalog from the wholesaler automatically. This is 

just the beginning of the introduction, please check below for much more we can offer with our 

comprehensive Inventory Management Module:  

 Return Inventory 

 Inter-Store Inventory Transfer & Reports 

 Regular Inventory Management 

 Narcotic Inventory Management  

 Reorder Inventory Management  

Long Term Care Module:  The Long Term Care module allows you to print out MAR 

forms and Physician Order forms for Long Term Care facilities. Gives you the ability to add 

facilities names and group patients according to those facilities right into LTC/Nursing Home 

Master in AdvancedRx. Healthlink Solutions as a company, believes in diversity and adherence, 

that’s is why we have integrated with industry best machines and services for packaging and 

printing the precise MAR form to avoid human errors. Below are the few companies we are 

exclusively associated with:  

 Machine Interface 

 Dispill: Dispill® is a multi-dose packaging solution that helps improve patient’s 

adherence to their medication regimen. Our solution allows the pharmacy to provide 

medication to patients in an all-inclusive blister pack. The cards come in both 28 

and 32 cells and are a great solution for any patient taking multiple scripts at one 

time. The Dispill® card eliminates the need for pillboxes and unit dose vials so the 

patient is at less risk of mixing up their medication. Dispill® has been in business 

since 1995 and has a dedicated team available to help you when utilizing this 
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program. This includes support of the software, marketing of the program and 

answering any other questions you may have regarding the Dispill® program. 

 Parata: Parata design, build, sell, and support technology solutions for pharmacies. 

Through the use of automation, pharmacists practice at the top of their license by 

engaging in pharmacist-led value-based care, improving medication adherence, and 

streamlining workflows. Our solutions are designed to help pharmacy teams spend 

less time counting pills so they can focus on what matters most – their patients. 

 Medicine on Time: Medicine-On-Time offers compliance packaging and 

comprehensive clinical services for pharmacies and the communities they serve. 

Improving Medication Adherence is critical for your patients and your bottom 

line.  Medicine on Time understands the challenges your pharmacy faces, and offers 

the solutions and expert support you need to start, grow, and master your medication 

adherence program and expand your clinical services. 

 Omnicell: Automate retail and outpatient pharmacy for better patient car. Deliver 

better patient engagement and medication adherence, while ensuring improved 

health outcomes and long-term business success. Omnicell’s proven technology 

solutions enable retail pharmacies to optimize their workflows, improve patient 

communications and automate repetitive, time-consuming tasks. 

 Kirby Lester: Thousands of pharmacies that use Kirby Lester technology also service 

long-term care/extended care. Capsa Healthcare offers multiple solutions for superior 

medication management. Our four distinctive lines of medication carts excel in the 

areas that make the difference for nurses. Kirby Lester’s unique NexsysADC™ is the 

most secure technology to manage controlled medications and 1st doses. Plus our 

Kirby Lester KL1 is the gold standard for keeping exact inventory counts in the 

narcotics vault. Explore Capsa’s many options for pharmacies that support extended 

care. 

 MAR Interface 

 APD MAR: APD works with local organizations and private providers to support people 

who have developmental disabilities and their families in living, learning, and 

working in their communities. APD identifies the service needs of people with 

developmental disabilities, and those individuals may receive social, medical, 

behavioral, residential, and/or therapeutic services. 

o Agency Mission and Goals 

o Statement of Agency Organization and Operation 

o APD Glossary of Terms and Acronyms 

 QuickMAR: QuickMAR has dramatically reduced medication errors, paperwork 

inefficiencies and administrative duties, while dynamically linking customers to their 

LTC pharmacy partners. Our portfolio of customers includes pharmacies, senior living 

facilities, rehab hospitals, group homes, correctional facilities, behavioral health 

providers and more. 

 Yardi eMAR: Take paperwork out of medication administration. Yardi, Facilitate 

seamless communication between nursing staff and pharmacy partners with our 
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electronic medication administration record solution. Yardi eMAR eliminates risks 

and inefficiencies associated with paper records to improve resident care. 

o MANAGE MEDICATIONS SAFELY - Charting workflows and reminders ensure 

medication accuracy.  

o MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE - Adhere to government regulations with detailed, 

up-to-date records. 

o IMPROVE COLLABORATION - Work seamlessly with pharmacies through built-

in interfaces. 

 Eldermark:  When you have to manage medications separately from assessments and 

service plans, you’re losing valuable time to duplicative data entry and creating 

unnecessary risk for your residents and community. By using the only Electronic 

Medication Administration Record (EMAR) directly connected to the rest of your 

clinical software and your preferred pharmacy, you’ll create a complete, centralized 

picture of your residents’ health and well-being. Plus, you’ll mitigate medication 

errors, automatically update your EHR, and free up 20 hours for each one of your 

nurses every month! 

 SimpleMAR: SimpleMAR’s high performance software is fully integrated with major 

pharmacy systems. Its check and balance techniques reduce any potential errors and 

provide accurate reporting to enhance your profitability. Whether you are using your 

phone, tablet or computer, our system gives you secure and state-of-the art interface 

to do your tasks efficiently and effectively. 

 Sushoo MAR: AL CloudCare. is a laser focused on helping you simplify your work, 

deliver better resident care, control your operating costs and increase your 

profitability.  Every feature, update or change is done with this core goal in 

mind.  Our strong team of leaders works every day to deliver on this promise. 

Tele-Pharmacy Module: A retail tele pharmacy software module, enables remote 

prescription verification. A State of Art solution helping retail pharmacies provide quality 

pharmaceutical care at a local level. Remote tele pharmacies are staffed by certified pharmacy 

technicians, while a pharmacist reviews prescriptions and counsel’s patients from a managing 

pharmacy. A single pharmacist can verify the prescriptions of multiple remote tele pharmacies, 

which are operated by certified pharmacy technicians. Sharing payroll costs over multiple stores 

will create an immediate and direct impact to your bottom line.  

Feature: -  

o Open tele pharmacies in remote areas.  

o Share and maximize resources across locations.  

o Offer convenient dispensing at the point of care. 

Adherence/Reporting Module: This interface provides the foundation to improve the 

efficiencies and profitability of your current customer base while allowing you to grow your 

business and take on a more proactive role with your customers. 
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Charge Account Management Module: The accounts management interface is 

designed to manage your account setting and other related information online with an ease. It 

allows our client to transform raw consumer data into actionable customer insight. Some key 

highlights of solutions include:  

o Real-time multi-channel customer interaction capabilities 

o Customer database building, hosting and management 

o Data cleaning, processing and enhancement 

o Consumer data assets including classifications, prospects and credit data 

o Self-service tools for accounts analysis, prospect targeting, data cleansing and 

enhancement 

 Machine Interface: 

VFI Statement Processing could be your one-stop-source for statement and document 

processing services. With industry experience and the latest technology, VFI brings cost 

effective solutions that will exceed your business process outsourcing needs. We offer 

document customization, postal optimization, NCOA (national change of address) service, 

data processing and reporting as well as intelligent inserting so that your documents 

enter the mail stream accurately, efficiently and at the lowest cost. Our 25,000 square 

foot facility operates seamlessly to mail well over 1 million pieces monthly to customers 

in a variety of industries. 

 

In addition to physical document processing we offer web-based viewing of these 

documents to allow our customers to search and find any document that we have mailed 

for them. This system may assist a customer support operation that handles many calls 

regarding the documents we mail. We also work with customers to provide customized 

web-based solutions for their document management. 

Reconciliation Module & Interface: This interface is designed to reconcile receipts 

and payments that originate in applications other than Receivables, Payables, and General 

Ledger. Let’s say, if you use a proprietary accounts receivable system with, General Ledger, and 

Cash Management, you can easily reconcile and clear your receipts by using the reconciliation 

interface. 

 

The Reconciliation Interface allows you to: 

o Manually or automatically reconcile open interface transactions to bank 

statement lines in Cash Management. 

o Find open interface transactions that are available for reconciliation 

o Find reconciled open interface transactions 

Prior Authorization Module: Optimal decision making for authorization requests 

requires speed and accuracy, but reliance on paper-based processes works against both. 

Therefore, Prior Authorization Interface is built to streamline authorization processing with 

better customer service and higher productivity. 
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 Machine Interface: 

CoverMyMeds solves medication access challenges for patients throughout every step of 

their journey through a unified brand that now encompasses RelayHealth, RxCrossroads 

by McKesson, McKesson Prescription Automation and CoverMyMeds. 

 

Our combined experience spans nearly 90 years and together, we’re applying our expertise 

to solve big problems in healthcare. We accelerate innovative solutions for problems like 

medication access, affordability and adherence in a way that everyone can participate 

from providers to pharmacies, payers to biopharma and, especially, patients. 
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Exclusive Third-Party Add-ons 

 
 

Data Migration: Data migration is the responsibility of our technical team; they install the 

solution and easily transfer your data from your existing software to Advanced Rx. The process 

is initiated by setting up a demo version of the software and then analyzing the existing 

application for migration. After analyzing the application data and receiving a written 

confirmation from the client's end, we start the migration process. Once the migration is done, 

we make the data live and set up the work flow and reports. The entire installation time required 

for any New Retail Pharmacy is one week, whereas for other retail pharmacies with some other 

software, it takes around two to four weeks depending upon the size and complexity of data. 

 Machine Interface: 

Two Point is the leading provider of health data extraction, analysis and transformation 

services for health record conversion and archiving. With over 30 years’ experience 

working with health systems and pharmacies to securely migrate patient or employee 

data, documents and images, and help you meet your compliance goals under state board 

and federal HIPAA regulations so that you can rest easy knowing your health legacy data 

is available. 

 Machine Interface: 

Since 1997, InfoWerks has been providing pain-free data management solutions for 

healthcare. Whether you are migrating to a new system, need to archive from a legacy 

platform, or require data analytics, we’re here to ensure your data is seamlessly and 

securely accessible with no downtime. We know your data is vital to your operations, so 

we treat it with the same care you would. 

Smart Texting: A feature that enables you to send and receive text messages within the 

software bifurcating all your patients at one place. You can also automate the text messages for 

promotions, Will call Reports or Birthdays to suit your needs  

Features:-  

 Automated/Manual Text Assist  

 Retail/LTC differentiation  

 Custom Generated Number 
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E-Fax: Along with converting your hard faxes to Soft Faxes, you can now use E-Fax from 

AdvancedRx. E Fax eliminates the need for a hard fax machine or a modem to connect and send 

faxes. With E Fax you can just register online and start using faxes as usual. Most interestingly 

it’s now a part of AdvancedRx. 

 

Features:-  

 No more Hardware Modem.  

 Port your existing number or Order New. 

 Integrated with AdvancedRx. 

 

Meth Check Module: A State-of-the-Art feature that enables you to bill, dispense and 

report Pseudoephedrine medication all at one place. 

 

Features:-  

 Dispense and report Pseudoephedrine.  

 Check Patients drug dispensed status. 

 Real Time dispensing in POS 

 

PDMP Check Module: This technology enables you to check Patient PDMP history in 

AdvancedRx itself. A program supported by individual State PDMP’s and in association with 

Bamboo Health this feature can save a lot of your valuable time. 

 

Features:-  

 In association with Bamboo Health.  

 Check every controlled drug dispensed. 

 One Click Integration with AdvancedRx. 

 

Immunization Reporting: Immunization Registry Reporting, including mandated and 

voluntary compliance, is an important initiative for pharmacies to improve public health records 

which provides better patient-care information for the pharmacy and the community. 

  

Script Management Partners, SMP, provides pharmacies, of all sizes, an affordable, 

technology service solution that is designed to connect, automate and report accurate 

immunization records to State/Local Immunization Registries that ensures complete, compliant 

and accurate immunization reporting, electronically. 

 

Med Guides: CarePoints is a targeted, point-of-dispensing messaging program that includes 

sponsored messages, patient education, and medication guides for you to provide to your patients 

when they pick up their prescriptions. The final component, ValueAdd, provides complimentary 

in-store promotion that drives customer loyalty. The intent of CarePoints messaging is to provide: 
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 Patient education  

 Support to help improve medication adherence  

 Improved health outcomes  

 Patient engagement and customer loyalty  

All CarePoints and MedGuide messages print from your pharmacy printer on plain white paper 

and are collated with the label, prescription information, and/or drug monograph. All printouts 

should be included with the medication at the time of dispensing for customer pickup 

 

EPL Download & FSA HRA Processing: SIGIS's solution allows for the acceptance of 

health benefit card payment transactions in accordance with government regulations. SIGIS is 

a leader in providing industry standards as well as knowledge and expertise in health care 

payment cards. Members of SIGIS receive exclusive benefits. 

 

 FSA, HRA and HSA Compliance Standards 

SIGIS has established IIAS certification and 90% registrations programs for its members. 

Additionally, SIGIS oversees compliance with the SIGIS standards to ensure adherence to 

the requirements. 

 Programs and Support Tools 

SIGIS provides a range of Programs to enable its members to operate in compliance with 

regulations governing health care payment cards. 

 Regulatory Information and Alerts 

While new regulations can translate into changed requirements, SIGIS is a vital source 

of information to its members – communicating what’s new and when changing 

requirements must be supported. 

 

Data Reporting: AdvancedRx is associated with Industry Leading technologies and 

companies to help pharmacy improve its revenue and adherence, just by reporting the dispense 

data with one click integration. Below are some companies, AdvancedRx can help you report 

data on-demand:-  

 

o Data Reporting to Prescribe Wellness  

o Data Reporting to Gerimed 

o Data Reporting to Atrium 

o Data Reporting to OHM Data 

o Data Reporting to Amplicare – Enliven Health 

 

IVR (Interactive Voice Response:  The NexIPTEL phone system is the premier choice 

for pharmacies because it helps your staff streamline the flow of information from customers 

and doctors into one consistent system, which improves your overall profitability by eliminating 

wasted time. NexIPTEL is not just a phone system. NexIPTEL is a complete management system 
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that improves the function of your business through improved customer contact coupled with 

business marketing and reporting functions. 

 

The NexIPTEL phone system is the premier choice for pharmacies because it helps your staff 

streamline the flow of information from customers and doctors into one consistent system, which 

improves your overall profitability by eliminating wasted time. NexIPTEL is not just a phone 

system. NexIPTEL is a complete management system that improves the function of your business 

through improved customer contact coupled with business marketing and reporting functions. 
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Shipping & Delivery 

 

 

Shipping: AdvancedRx simplifies the Shipping Module as per the pharmacy need, be it a 

retail, compounding, community, tele or mail order pharmacy, AdvancedRx offers a dedicated 

Shipping Module for every unique requirement. We at AdvancedRx believes in diversity and we 

always share the credit our Shipping Partners. Checkout a few words about our impeccable 

Shipping Partners:  

 GoShippo: 

Shipping is more than moving packages It’s an integral part of the online shopping 

experience — with speed, infrastructure, and consumer expectations rolled into one. We’re 

here to show businesses they don’t have to be the size of Amazon to have a platform that 

can help them ship like one. 

o Powering Shipping for Platforms & Marketplaces: 

Shippo is doubling down on out-of-the-box experiences for platforms and 

marketplaces to offer shipping as a default feature for customers. 

o Ramping Up International Carrier Coverage: 

We’re building a universal connectivity layer on top of carrier APIs to accelerate 

international expansion and become the largest network of shipping carriers on 

a single platform. 

o Continuous Core Product Improvements: 

Our teams are continuously focused on the core functionality that helps our 

customers grow — working with over 100,000 small businesses to make shipping 

more frictionless. 

 UPS:  

United Parcel Service (UPS, stylized as ups) is an American multinational shipping & 

receiving and supply chain management company founded in 1907. Originally known as the 

American Messenger Company specializing in telegraphs, UPS has grown to become a Fortune 

500 company and one of the world's largest shipping couriers. UPS today is primarily known 

for its ground shipping services as well as the UPS Store, a retail chain which assists UPS 

shipments and provides tools for small businesses. In addition, UPS offers air shipping on 

an overnight or two-day basis and delivers to post office boxes through UPS SurePost, a 

subsidiary that passes on packages to the United States Postal Service for last mile delivery.  
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Find Peace of Mind. UPS Tracking Solutions Show You the Progress Every Step of 

the Way. Helping You Save Time and Reduce Cost, Accelerate Your Business with UPS. 

Delivery:  Our intuitive Medication Delivery MedZoomer is Helping Pharmacies Provide Secure 

Medication Delivery for Their Customers. Enable your Pharmacy with the power to provide better 

care for your patients by partnering with Medzoomer. HIPAA certified 1099 couriers take care of 

your patients by delivering their prescriptions directly to their door.  

See how MedZoomer can help a pharmacy manage the deliveries and grow 

simultaneously:  

o Integrate our platform into your existing workflow. 

o An electronic signature and state ID is required upon delivery. 

o Optimal driver routes meet consumer timelines and allow driver tracking. 

o Ensure customer privacy and security with patented tamper-evident packaging. 

o Every transaction is HIPAA compliant using custom built encrypted technology. 

Checkout the partners benefits as well:  

o Medzoomer helps you differentiate yourselves from the competition to drive in 

new revenue. 

o Easily track and optimize your platforms performance with our proprietary 

tracking software. 

o Couriers deliver your patient’s medications to their door on demand within 2 

hours of their order. 

o No more excuses for orders not being picked up from your stores. 

o We provide our partners with revenue sharing capabilities from every delivery 

that comes through their network. 

o Have your questions answered and concerns taken care of by our 24-hour support 

team. 
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Must Have & Important 

 

 

PDMP Reporting: A state of art technology, well designed and developed in inside 

AdvancedRx, allows pharmacies to auto report controlled RX’s to State PDMP seamlessly. The 

service runs automatically on a daily basis and all the controlled RX’s are reported to State 

PDMP, without even a click. Not just that, AdvancedRx automated reporting system make sure 

that even a void report should not be missed. AdvancedRx gives you the eligibility to send 

revised reports in case of any changes to prescription. Not just that our technology enables 

you to check Patient PDMP history in AdvancedRx itself. A program supported by individual 

State PDMP’s and in association with Bamboo Health this feature can save a lot of your 

valuable time. 

Here are some more valuable and pre-integrated services our technology partner, Bamboo 

Health provides, in association with AdvancedRx: 

 NarxCare: 

NarxCare is a robust analytics application and clinical decision support tool that helps 

prescribers and dispensers analyze controlled substance data from prescription drug 

monitoring programs (PDMPs), assess overdose risk, and manage substance misuse or 

substance use disorder (SUD)—resulting in more informed prescribing and dispensing 

decisions. 

 

Pharmacists and clinicians use NarxCare scores as indicators to further review details in the 

patient’s prescription history as they attend to the patient. NarxCare scores and reports are 

intended to aid, not replace, medical decision-making. None of the information presented 

should be used as sole justification for providing or refusing to provide medications. 

 

 PMP AWARxE: 

PMP AWARxE is the technology that provides state government agencies with accurate, near 

real-time data that is compliant with their regulations—providing the most complete picture 

of controlled substance use. The application helps states overcome many common, yet 

critical challenges including inaccurate and outdated information and slow response time 

around patient queries. 
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 PMP Gateway: 

PMP Gateway makes accessing data and analytics solutions for care team members easy by 

integrating it directly in the clinical workflows of electronic health records (EHRs), pharmacy 

management systems, and health information exchanges (HIEs)—saving state health 

departments money, saving clinicians time, and enhancing patient care. 

 

EDI (Drug Vendor Invoice Import): AdvancedRx DVII technology enables the 

Pharmacy to seamlessly integrate with Drug Wholesale’s EDI be it Cardinal, Smith, McKesson, 

Amerisource Bergen, or any other industry leading names. EDI helps a pharmacy to save 

time when it comes to Inventory Management. AdvancedRx helps a pharmacy adapt the best 

practices leaving the traditional practices and using the new Electronic Data Interchange 

technology. We help pharmacies receive all industry standard files such as 810, 832, and 850 

etc. securely using the DVII technology. 

 

Drug Price Update (AWP):  With AdvancedRx pharmacies can automate the Drug 

Price Update (AWP), be it a regular update or a full catalog, AdvancedRx users does not 

really have to do anything manually or even click a single button to update the Drug Price 

into their PMS. At AdvancedRx, we always ask the wholesaler to send us the full catalog 

looking at a pharmacy’s contract with the wholesaler to get the precise AWP update each 

time.  

 

Cloud Backup: Cloud Backup service is provided by AdvancedRx is powered by Google 

Cloud Console. We believe that the data security should be on the top, so that a pharmacy 

should never face a data loss and improve the chances of a successful audit each time from 

the DEA. At AdvancedRx, we take the initiative to back up pharmacy data over a secure 

cloud server, keep a back of last three days at least to ensure the maximum retention ability 

in a worst case scenario. The best part is this Cloud Backup Service runs automatically each 

morning and perform a successful backup, on the other hands our pre-eminent team ensures 

the manual checks to be done on a daily basis to give it another layer of security.  

 

External Local Backup: When we say another layer of security, it was not the least 

we could do, me also make sure that each day we also backup your data, locally on an 

external hard drive to completely close the loop holes. AdvancedRx set a pharmacy 100% 

worry free when it comes to the data privacy, safety and security. This external back up 

service also runs each morning to ensure a strict safety and security environment for a 

pharmacy.  

 

E-Prescription (EPCS): AdvancedRx Pharmacy Management Software is 100% EPCS 

certified by SureScripts to ensure that pharmacies should be able to receive e-RX sent by the 

prescribers seamlessly. Not just that, comprehensive AdvancedRx features allows a user to 
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eliminate the manual data entry completely while filling an e-RX into the PMS, as well as 

perform extra ordinary tasks, such as Fill RX on Hold, Print, Export, fill RX, and much more.  

 

Online Prescriber Search (Powered by NPPES Registries): NPI Registry 

Public Search is a free directory of all active National Provider Identifier (NPI) records. 

Healthcare providers acquire their unique 10-digit NPIs to identify themselves in a standard 

way throughout their industry. 

 

Individuals or organizations apply for NPIs through the CMS National Plan and Provider 

Enumeration System (NPPES). After we supply an NPI, we publish the parts of the NPI record 

that have public relevance, including the provider's name, specialty (taxonomy) and practice 

address. 

 

AdvancedRx is completely integrated with NPPES Registries through an Application 

Programming Interface (API), which allows a user to search Prescribers from across United 

States without leaving their Pharmacy Management Software using the Prescriber’s NPI, 

DEA, First Name, Last Name, State License and much more.  

 

Claim Transmission (Powered by Relay Health, Emdeon & Rx-Linc): Be 

it a Medicare Part B, Part D, Medicaid, Private or a commercial insurance plan, we have 

got your back. Keeping the downtime in mind, due to the claim rejections and other issues 

at a pharmacy, we have integrated AdvancedRx with top three industry leading Claim 

Transmission Service Companies i.e. Relay Health, Emdeon (E-RX), RX Linc. Our team make 

sure that no technical issue should stop a pharmacy operations. AdvancedRx offers an 

affordable price of 6 to 7 cents per claim depending on the company you choose.  

 

Pay by Text (Powered by Everyware): Everyware offers simple billing solutions 

for organizations in a wide variety of industries. Get paid and get paid fast. Everyware is 

the most straightforward Pay by Text platform. It’s easy to get started, scalable across all 

platforms, and works alongside your existing system with easy integration. Medical practices 

of any size can collect patient bills and co-pays through our HIPAA secure platform. Save 

money on paper billing and receive your payments faster than ever before.  

 

Click the link to download flyer:  https://tinyurl.com/everywareflyer  

Click the link to watch video for “Pay by Text”: https://tinyurl.com/PBTVideo  

Click the link to understand “Two-way Messaging”: https://tinyurl.com/everywaretwm  

 

We are very happy to announce that both of the above mentioned services offered by 

Everyware are completely integrated with AdvancedRx Pharmacy Management Software. User 

Interface is extremely easy to use and a built in feature of AdvancedRx, so that a user does 

https://npiregistry.cms.hhs.gov/api-page
https://npiregistry.cms.hhs.gov/api-page
https://tinyurl.com/everywareflyer
https://tinyurl.com/PBTVideo
https://tinyurl.com/everywaretwm
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not have to shift from AdvancedRx to Everyware Web App anytime during rush hours at the 

pharmacy. 

 

Online Drug Search & Database (Powered by Medispan): AdvancedRx 

Pharmacy Management Software is fully integrated with the industry leading, Medispan & 

Lexi Database, enjoy the time saving feature of searching a drug right from the Drug Master 

in AdvancedRx, powered by Medi-span. Not just that, Medi-Span drug databases provide drug 

vocabularies, attributes, and clinical screening modules integrated into EMRs, pharmacy 

systems, and other healthcare applications to aid in decision support. They are trusted 

worldwide to help elevate quality, reduce costs, and improve patient outcomes.  
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On-Demand Ready Integrations 

 

 

On Demand Prescription Kiosk by MedifriedRx: MedifriendRx® is a healthcare 

technology company that simplifies the prescription delivery and pick-up process by providing 

a state-of-the-art self-serve pharmacy kiosk at local clinics and doctor’s offices around the 

country. Our automatic dispensing machines are small, conveniently located and help you 

maintain regulatory compliance while providing the smoothest delivery of prescription drugs 

to your patients when they need it most.  

Immediate access to prescriptions at the initial point of entry is an invaluable asset to any 

medical practice, and the small footprint and advanced technology of the 

MedifriendRx prescription kiosk workstations make it especially prudent for establishments 

serving a wide prescriber-base. 

With the help of MedifriendRx full-fledged integration, AdvancedRx can automate the 

prescription process to reduce Rx processing costs and increase patient satisfaction by 

decreasing wait times, additionally allowing pharmacy to capture first fills. 

 

Order Management by Order Insite: Our integrated solutions with Order Insite, 

provide workflow tools and advanced reporting to help pharmacy user significantly improve 

processes for overall inventory management:  

 OI Replenish: Applying consistent data driven methodologies that easily integrate into 

existing technologies and workflow will help address these issues getting inventory levels 

back in line and improving both customer service and margins. Most pharmacies lack 

the tools and visibility to accurately manage their inventory and instead rely on 

inconsistent methods of setting quantities and re-order points. This can have significant 

impacts on a pharmacy's profits and customer service levels. 

 OI Exchange: To fully optimize their investment and responsiveness to customers, 

pharmacies need to have a full chain wide view of their prescription drug inventory. Too 

many times, pharmacies lack this visibility and, as a consequence, carry excess inventory 

or miss opportunities to fill prescriptions with existing inventory and instead place 
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another order with their supplier. Excess inventory levels unnecessarily reduce cash flow 

and lead to excessive product expirations. 

 OI Count: Accurate on hand quantities are critical to fully optimize your inventory 

investment. Yet, due to the potential disruption in day-to-day business, pharmacies do 

not consistently perform physical inventory counts across all stores. Not having a process 

to regularly perform physical counts can lead to inaccurate levels of inventory in your 

system, but can also hide inappropriate activities such as drug diversion. 

 OI Analyze: The demand for internal and external reporting within pharmacies is growing 

dramatically. Pressure on profitability and productivity are forcing pharmacies to be 

more focused on the data that drives their business. The demands from external sources, 

such as audits and government reporting, are also increasing with no end in sight. Many 

pharmacies need tools to address these increasing reporting needs but lack the resources 

to build advanced analytic tools. 

 

 

ECare Plan: Lack of Interoperability Destroys Patient Care Services Workflow. Successful 

Practice Implementation and Billing for pharmacist-driven "Clinical" or "Care Management" 

services is impossible without native clinical or care plan workflows.  

Pharmacists cannot successfully engage, intervene, or follow-up with patients when having to 

use multiple software systems with multiple workflows and multiple patient empanelment’s.  

Essential to the success of the pharmacist is the ability to utilize their chosen clinical 

documentation system(s) that can interact with multiple care team members and multiple payers 

using technologies that meets their workflow, practice site, and population needs - serving all 

of the patients in their practice. 

 

Whether you are a pharmacist in a community-based pharmacy, a primary care clinic, long-

term care facility, in the patient's home, or staffing a call center, maintaining a consistent 

workflow across all of your patients improves the economy and quality of practice that has been 

heretofore impossible to achieve.   Interoperability makes choice of system and workflow 

possible. 

 

MTM Outcomes: OutcomesMTM® designs MTM services to meet CMS requirements, address 

quality measures, reduce healthcare costs and improve the outcomes of members’ medication 

therapies. We also work with health plans to design new targeted interventions to meet a specific 

need. Services are provided face-to-face or by phone, as best suits each member. The following 

services, when provided and documented appropriately, may be included in an OutcomesMTM 

program. 

 Comprehensive Medication Review 

 Medication Reconciliation (MedRec) 
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 Patient Adherence Consultations 

 Prescriber Consultations 
 Condition Management 

 Patient Consultations 

 Maternal Health 

 

ScriptPro: ScriptPro seamless integration with AdvancedRx, allows you to operate your entire 

pharmacy with AdvancedRx Pharmacy Software itself. Automated vial, pouch, and blister pack 

filling. Powerful integration to control local and central fill operations. Specialized engines for 

340B, PBA, and third party management. Intelligent extensions for clinical documentation and 

case management. Learn More: https://tinyurl.com/spswithadvrx  

 

EZScriptRx: EZSCRIPTRx's integration with AdvancedRx is to assist Pharmacies in finding 

"covered" medication options for their Patients with a copay they can afford, and all but 

eliminate callbacks between Pharmacy and Provider. All of which serve to dramatically improve 

medication adherence. 

Equally important, the platform provides a workflow that helps Pharmacies avoid "fishing" or 

"test billing" by providing a solution that quickly displays valuable information about a 

Patient's benefits. The ONLY transaction in the Pharmacy's PMS, is the adjudication of an 

approved medication that will be dispensed to the patient. Independent Pharmacies recognized 

the value of EZScriptRx immediately, and it is already being utilized by Pharmacies large and 

small, in all 50 states and Puerto Rico. The larger the network becomes, the more valuable the 

platform becomes to ALL Pharmacy partners, due to the strength and breadth of the data.  

o EZSCRIPTRx is a user-friendly cloud-based platform that fits right into your 

Pharmacy’s existing workflow, delivering comprehensive patient-specific medication 

benefits information in real-time, directly from the patient’s benefit plan. 

o EZSCRIPTRx optimizes your Pharmacy’s operational efficiency by providing a single 

connection to key information from the largest network of PBMs and health plans in 

the US. This gives you access to the full benefits landscape at the front end of the 

process, eliminating the time and cost of re-adjudicating claims to finally reach one 

that works. If it is there, EZSCRIPTRx will find it for you. 

o EZSCRIPTRx arms your pharmacy with the ability to offer patients more cost-effective 

therapeutic alternatives, lower co-pay options, and faster prescription fulfillment, 

while at the same time supercharging workflow and profitability. This results in fewer 

abandoned scripts remaining on shelves. 

o EZSCRIPTRx lowers Pharmacy staff’s administrative burden, by displaying a wide 

range of options that are on the formulary with coverage details. This empowers them 

to make the best choices, without ever having to pick up the phone. Decreasing 

https://tinyurl.com/spswithadvrx
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prescription abandonment keeps patients healthier and more highly satisfied with 

their level of care. 

o EZSCRIPTRx platform data costs are completely transparent and rolled into one flat 

monthly charge. No nickel and diming, or added charges. All plans include the 

support of a full team of specialists, pharmacy professionals, and 

implementation/technology experts. 

o EZSCRIPTRx is the digital equivalent of calling a Payer for patient Benefits Checks. 

This saves the Pharmacy's staff time, money and other resources. 

o EZSCRIPTRx must be used in a bonafide pharmacy setting with an established Patient 

and Provider, Relationship.  

o EZSCRIPTRx uses a unique 12 digit identifier to differentiate itself from a billing 

software’s Rx number and has successfully facilitated millions of transactions with 

hundreds of pharmacies across all 50 states. 

 

 

 

 

Healthlink Solutions LLC 
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